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should the us deploy ballistic missile defences the arguments for and against are becoming increasingly polarised this paper
offers what is currently lacking in the debate a quantitative analysis of how well defences would have to work to meet specific
security objectives and what level of defence might upset strategic stability this official history was originally printed in
very small numbers in 2002 defense s nuclear agency 1947 1997 traces the development of the armed forces special weapons
project afswp and its descendant government organizations from its original founding in 1947 to 1997 after the disestablishment
of the manhattan engineering district med in 1947 afswp was formed to provide military training in nuclear weapons operations
over the years its sequential descendant organizations have been the defense atomic support agency dasa from 1959 to 1971 the
defense nuclear agency dna from 1971 to 1996 and the defense special weapons agency dswa from 1996 to 1998 in 1998 dswa the on
site inspection agency the defense technology security administration and selected elements of the office of secretary of
defense were combined to form the defense threat reduction agency dtra a systematic critical survey of american strategic
thinking and the strategic culture in which it is formed in particular this book seeks to interrogate the theory and strategy
of nuclear deterrence and its relationship to the concept of missile defence drawing widely on the theoretical literature in
international relations and strategic studies it identifies the key groups that have competed over america s nuclear policy
post 1945 and examines how the concept of missile defence went through a process of gestation and intellectual contestation
leading to its eventual legitimization in the late 1990s steff sheds light on the individuals groups institutions and processes
that led to the decision by the bush administration to deploy a national missile defence shield additionally steff
systematically examines the impact deployment had on the calculations of russia and china in the process he explains that their
reactions under the bush administration have continued into the obama era revealing that a new great power security dilemma has
broken out this steff shows has led to a decline in great power relations as a consequence centre of excellence defence against
terrorism ankara turkey based on author s thesis doctoral european university viadrina in frankfurt oder germany 2016 issued
under title the right to personal self defence as a general principle of law and its general application in international human
rights law verso of title page a republication of this highly significant work of 1965 this book addresses the defence of
superior orders in the context of national and international law providing a detailed analysis that remains relevant with a new
preface by the author this book is an accessible text for scholars and practitioners of international criminal law what changes
in china s modern military policy reveal about military organizations and strategysince the 1949 communist revolution china has
devised nine different military strategies which the people s liberation army pla calls strategic guidelines what accounts for
these numerous changes active defense offers the first systematic look at china s military strategy from the mid twentieth
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century to today exploring the range and intensity of threats that china has faced m taylor fravel illuminates the nation s
past and present military goals and how china sought to achieve them and offers a rich set of cases for deepening the study of
change in military organizations drawing from diverse chinese language sources including memoirs of leading generals military
histories and document collections that have become available only in the last two decades fravel shows why transformations in
military strategy were pursued at certain times and not others he focuses on the military strategies adopted in 1956 1980 and
1993 when the pla was attempting to wage war in a new kind of way to show that china has pursued major change in its strategic
guidelines when there has been a significant shift in the conduct of warfare in the international system and when china s
communist party has been united delving into the security threats china has faced over the last seven decades active defense
offers a detailed investigation into how and why states alter their defense policies drawing upon a wide range of interviews
with many of the key actors andrew dorman examines how defence policy was formulated and implemented during the premiership of
margaret thatcher this period witnessed major transformations in international and domestic politics with defence emerging from
its traditional postwar position of relative insignificance to become one of the key issues at the 1983 and 1987 general
elections dorman provides a new understanding of policymaking by analysing defence policy in terms of three constituent parts
declaratory policy military strategy and procurement policy how can countries decide what kind of military forces they need if
threats are uncertain and history is full of strategic surprises this is a question that is more pertinent than ever as
countries across the asia pacific are faced with the military and economic rise of china uncertainty is inherent in defence
planning but different types of uncertainty mean that countries need to approach decisions about military force structure in
different ways this book examines four different basic frameworks for defence planning and demonstrates how states can make
decisions coherently about the structure and posture of their defence forces despite strategic uncertainty it draws on case
studies from the united states australian and new zealand each of which developed key concepts for their particular
circumstances and risk perception in asia success as well as failure in developing coherent defence planning frameworks holds
lessons for the united states and other countries as they consider how best to structure their military forces for the
uncertain challenges of the future the book is an authoritative history on the army air defense artillery branch on fort bliss
texas fort bliss in 1940 was a cavalry post located on the texas border the post itself occupied the sixth location of what had
been called fort bliss in the summer of 1940 a number of army national guard antiaircraft regiments were called to active duty
to spend one year protecting american cities and territories from air attack in september the first antiaircraft regiment the
202nd coast artillery antiaircraft regiment arrived at fort bliss over the next four years the post became an antiaircraft
training center and finally the army antiaircraft training center after the war fort bliss became the premier guided missile
testing and training center for the army all of the nike missile battalions deployed to protect american cities during the cold
war trained there as time passed fort bliss expanded to 1 1 million acres one of the largest army posts in the world by 1946
the antiaircraft arm was the owner of fort bliss by 1957 the post had become the air defense center and school for the united
states army this book is the story of that progression until the base realignment and closure announcement in 2005 by 2011 the
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air defense artillery center and school will be located at fort sill oklahoma this will end the era of air defense artillery
ownership of fort bliss texas social defence is nonviolent community resistance to aggression and repression as an alternative
to military forces given the enormous damage caused by military systems social defence is an alternative worth investigating
and pursuing since the 1980s jørgen johansen and brian martin have been involved in promoting social defence in this book they
provide an up to date treatment of the issues they address the downsides of military systems historical examples of nonviolent
resistance to invasions and coups key ideas about social defence important developments since the end of the cold war and the
role of social movements social defence challenges deeply embedded assumptions about violence and defence it is also a
challenge to powerful groups with vested interests in systems of organised violence especially militaries and governments
popular action against aggression and repression is a radical alternative and a logical one this book discusses the evolution
of security and privacy issues and brings related technological tools techniques and solutions into one single source the book
will take readers on a journey to understanding the security issues and possible solutions involving various threats attacks
and defense mechanisms which include iot cloud computing big data lightweight cryptography for blockchain and data intensive
techniques and how it can be applied to various applications for general and specific use graduate and postgraduate students
researchers and those working in this industry will find this book easy to understand and use for security applications and
privacy issues this book will be about various aspects related to applications and use of knowledge of nanotechnology in
promoting defense activities the area in which scientists are focusing includes i nano devices such as sensors gps computers
chemical biological weapons nano fabrics bulletproof materials nano stealth coating use of nanotechnology in various areas of
aerospace it is intended to cover available methodologies and understanding of technologies for these applications not only for
destructive but also to improve medical and casualty safety care for soldiers and to produce lightweight strong and multi
functional materials for use in body armour both for protection and to provide enhanced connectivity will be covered this book
is about the strategic importance of nato europe and why western europe should continue to remain the primary geographic area
of importance in u s national security planning it argues that making fundamental changes in u s security commitment to europe
would not be in u s interests using a thematic approach this volume addresses the international security concerns of the asia
pacific region on 17 january 1962 executive order 10988 employee management cooperation in the federal service ushered the
federal manager both military and civilian into a new era of employee management relations the unknown impact of the order and
its many possible implications within dod had led to the development of a multiple measuring method interview questionnaire
statistical records content analysis and tabulation of critical incidents to determine how management and unions have been
effected by this order all of the military services and the employee organizations dealing with dod activities were surveyed at
the washington level and also a questionnaire was sent to a random group of 110 military activities and their corresponding
union locals reliability and validity were established at 87 and 74 respectively the final results were plotted on an ordinal
bipolar scale with a positive correlation of 405 author the war of june 1967 between israel and arab states was widely
perceived as being forced on israel to prevent the annihilation of its people by arab armies hovering on its borders documents
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now declassified by key governments question this view the uk ussr france and the usa all knew that the arab states were not in
attack mode and tried to dissuade israel from attacking in later years this war was held up as a precedent allowing an attack
on a state that is expected to attack it has even been used to justify a pre emptive assault on a state expected to attack well
in the future given the lack of evidence that it was waged by israel in anticipation of an attack by arab states the 1967 war
can no longer serve as such a precedent this book seeks to provide a corrective on the june 1967 war this first volume of a two
volume set describes general aspects such as the historical view on the topic the role of information distribution and
preparedness of health care systems and preparedness in emergency cases part two describes and discusseses in detail the
pathogens and toxins that are potentially used for biological attacks as such the book is a valuable resource for faculties
engaged in molecular biology genetic engineering neurology biodefense biosafety biosecurity virology and infectious disease
programs as well as professional medical research organizations the 1940 ogdensburg agreement entrenched a formal defence
relationship between canada and the united states but was canadian sovereignty upheld sovereignty and command combines
historical narrative with conceptual analysis of sovereignty command and control systems military professionalism and civil
military relations to document the sometimes fractious canada us continental air defence relationship richard goette argues
that a functional military transition from an air defence system based on cooperation to one based on integrated and
centralized command and control under norad allowed canada to retain command of its forces and thus protect canadian
sovereignty this is a reader devoted to the life and writings of bartolomé de las casas 1485 1566 and the effects of his legacy
on the age of the encounter when europeans principally but not exclusively spaniards conquered the americas las casas is
arguably the most important figure of the encounter age after christopher columbus and las casas is well known to those who
teach western civilization various survey histories of spain and latin america and atlantic history he is known principally as
the author of the black legend as well as the protector of american indians he was one of the pioneers of the human rights
movement and a christian activist who invoked biblical scripture to interpret what was right and wrong in the great age of the
encounter he was also one of the first and most thorough chroniclers of the conquest and a biographer who saved the diary of
columbus s first voyage for posterity through his history of the indies for the journal of that voyage was lost he was also an
innovator in political theory and a proto ethnographer and his contributions in geography philosophy and literature are no less
significant that he was also crusty self righteous judgmental given to gross exaggerations and not a very loving christian adds
the very human dimension of failure to his character this reader provides the most wide ranging and concise anthology of las
casas writings in translation ever made available it contains not only excerpts from his most well known texts but also his
writings on political philosophy and law which are largely unavailable many of these selections have never been translated into
english and they mostly address these under appreciated aspects of his thought as such this volume presents las casas as a more
comprehensive and systematic philosophical and legal thinker than he is given credit the introduction puts these writings into
a synthetic whole by biographically tracing his indigenous advocacy throughout his career this volume examines the thirty year
transformation in american military thought and defence strategy that spanned from 1973 through 2003 the european conference on
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computer and network defense draws contributions and participation both from academia and industry and addresses security from
multiple perspectives including state of the art research in computer network security intrusion detection denial of service
privacy protection security policies and incident response management the conference is organized jointly by the institute of
computer science of the foundation for research and technology hellas forth and the european network and information security
agency enisa
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Defense Issues 1989
should the us deploy ballistic missile defences the arguments for and against are becoming increasingly polarised this paper
offers what is currently lacking in the debate a quantitative analysis of how well defences would have to work to meet specific
security objectives and what level of defence might upset strategic stability

Ballistic-Missile Defence and Strategic Stability 2014-02-25
this official history was originally printed in very small numbers in 2002 defense s nuclear agency 1947 1997 traces the
development of the armed forces special weapons project afswp and its descendant government organizations from its original
founding in 1947 to 1997 after the disestablishment of the manhattan engineering district med in 1947 afswp was formed to
provide military training in nuclear weapons operations over the years its sequential descendant organizations have been the
defense atomic support agency dasa from 1959 to 1971 the defense nuclear agency dna from 1971 to 1996 and the defense special
weapons agency dswa from 1996 to 1998 in 1998 dswa the on site inspection agency the defense technology security administration
and selected elements of the office of secretary of defense were combined to form the defense threat reduction agency dtra

Defense's Nuclear Agency 1947-1997 (DTRA History Series) 2003-09
a systematic critical survey of american strategic thinking and the strategic culture in which it is formed in particular this
book seeks to interrogate the theory and strategy of nuclear deterrence and its relationship to the concept of missile defence
drawing widely on the theoretical literature in international relations and strategic studies it identifies the key groups that
have competed over america s nuclear policy post 1945 and examines how the concept of missile defence went through a process of
gestation and intellectual contestation leading to its eventual legitimization in the late 1990s steff sheds light on the
individuals groups institutions and processes that led to the decision by the bush administration to deploy a national missile
defence shield additionally steff systematically examines the impact deployment had on the calculations of russia and china in
the process he explains that their reactions under the bush administration have continued into the obama era revealing that a
new great power security dilemma has broken out this steff shows has led to a decline in great power relations as a consequence

US Assistance to Turkey Handbook Volume 2 Defense, Security Cooperation and
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Assistance 1987-06-18
centre of excellence defence against terrorism ankara turkey

Star Wars and European Defence 2016-04-01
based on author s thesis doctoral european university viadrina in frankfurt oder germany 2016 issued under title the right to
personal self defence as a general principle of law and its general application in international human rights law verso of
title page

Strategic Thinking, Deterrence and the US Ballistic Missile Defense Project 2012
a republication of this highly significant work of 1965 this book addresses the defence of superior orders in the context of
national and international law providing a detailed analysis that remains relevant with a new preface by the author this book
is an accessible text for scholars and practitioners of international criminal law

Homeland Security Organization in Defence Against Terrorism 2017
what changes in china s modern military policy reveal about military organizations and strategysince the 1949 communist
revolution china has devised nine different military strategies which the people s liberation army pla calls strategic
guidelines what accounts for these numerous changes active defense offers the first systematic look at china s military
strategy from the mid twentieth century to today exploring the range and intensity of threats that china has faced m taylor
fravel illuminates the nation s past and present military goals and how china sought to achieve them and offers a rich set of
cases for deepening the study of change in military organizations drawing from diverse chinese language sources including
memoirs of leading generals military histories and document collections that have become available only in the last two decades
fravel shows why transformations in military strategy were pursued at certain times and not others he focuses on the military
strategies adopted in 1956 1980 and 1993 when the pla was attempting to wage war in a new kind of way to show that china has
pursued major change in its strategic guidelines when there has been a significant shift in the conduct of warfare in the
international system and when china s communist party has been united delving into the security threats china has faced over
the last seven decades active defense offers a detailed investigation into how and why states alter their defense policies
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Human Rights and Personal Self-defense in International Law 2012-10-25
drawing upon a wide range of interviews with many of the key actors andrew dorman examines how defence policy was formulated
and implemented during the premiership of margaret thatcher this period witnessed major transformations in international and
domestic politics with defence emerging from its traditional postwar position of relative insignificance to become one of the
key issues at the 1983 and 1987 general elections dorman provides a new understanding of policymaking by analysing defence
policy in terms of three constituent parts declaratory policy military strategy and procurement policy

The Defence of 'Obedience to Superior Orders' in International Law 1986
how can countries decide what kind of military forces they need if threats are uncertain and history is full of strategic
surprises this is a question that is more pertinent than ever as countries across the asia pacific are faced with the military
and economic rise of china uncertainty is inherent in defence planning but different types of uncertainty mean that countries
need to approach decisions about military force structure in different ways this book examines four different basic frameworks
for defence planning and demonstrates how states can make decisions coherently about the structure and posture of their defence
forces despite strategic uncertainty it draws on case studies from the united states australian and new zealand each of which
developed key concepts for their particular circumstances and risk perception in asia success as well as failure in developing
coherent defence planning frameworks holds lessons for the united states and other countries as they consider how best to
structure their military forces for the uncertain challenges of the future

Department of Defense, Joint Chiefs of Staff, Interservice Publications and Air Force
Acquisition Documents 2020-12-08
the book is an authoritative history on the army air defense artillery branch on fort bliss texas fort bliss in 1940 was a
cavalry post located on the texas border the post itself occupied the sixth location of what had been called fort bliss in the
summer of 1940 a number of army national guard antiaircraft regiments were called to active duty to spend one year protecting
american cities and territories from air attack in september the first antiaircraft regiment the 202nd coast artillery
antiaircraft regiment arrived at fort bliss over the next four years the post became an antiaircraft training center and
finally the army antiaircraft training center after the war fort bliss became the premier guided missile testing and training
center for the army all of the nike missile battalions deployed to protect american cities during the cold war trained there as
time passed fort bliss expanded to 1 1 million acres one of the largest army posts in the world by 1946 the antiaircraft arm
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was the owner of fort bliss by 1957 the post had become the air defense center and school for the united states army this book
is the story of that progression until the base realignment and closure announcement in 2005 by 2011 the air defense artillery
center and school will be located at fort sill oklahoma this will end the era of air defense artillery ownership of fort bliss
texas

Active Defense 1990-11-19
social defence is nonviolent community resistance to aggression and repression as an alternative to military forces given the
enormous damage caused by military systems social defence is an alternative worth investigating and pursuing since the 1980s
jørgen johansen and brian martin have been involved in promoting social defence in this book they provide an up to date
treatment of the issues they address the downsides of military systems historical examples of nonviolent resistance to
invasions and coups key ideas about social defence important developments since the end of the cold war and the role of social
movements social defence challenges deeply embedded assumptions about violence and defence it is also a challenge to powerful
groups with vested interests in systems of organised violence especially militaries and governments popular action against
aggression and repression is a radical alternative and a logical one

The Formulation of British Defense Policy Towards the Middle East, 1948–56 2002-03-07
this book discusses the evolution of security and privacy issues and brings related technological tools techniques and
solutions into one single source the book will take readers on a journey to understanding the security issues and possible
solutions involving various threats attacks and defense mechanisms which include iot cloud computing big data lightweight
cryptography for blockchain and data intensive techniques and how it can be applied to various applications for general and
specific use graduate and postgraduate students researchers and those working in this industry will find this book easy to
understand and use for security applications and privacy issues

Defence Under Thatcher 2014-04-24
this book will be about various aspects related to applications and use of knowledge of nanotechnology in promoting defense
activities the area in which scientists are focusing includes i nano devices such as sensors gps computers chemical biological
weapons nano fabrics bulletproof materials nano stealth coating use of nanotechnology in various areas of aerospace it is
intended to cover available methodologies and understanding of technologies for these applications not only for destructive but
also to improve medical and casualty safety care for soldiers and to produce lightweight strong and multi functional materials
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for use in body armour both for protection and to provide enhanced connectivity will be covered

Defence Planning and Uncertainty 2019-07-11
this book is about the strategic importance of nato europe and why western europe should continue to remain the primary
geographic area of importance in u s national security planning it argues that making fundamental changes in u s security
commitment to europe would not be in u s interests

Blazing skies: Air Defense Artillery on Fort Bliss, 1940-2009 1977
using a thematic approach this volume addresses the international security concerns of the asia pacific region

Social defence 2020-09-20
on 17 january 1962 executive order 10988 employee management cooperation in the federal service ushered the federal manager
both military and civilian into a new era of employee management relations the unknown impact of the order and its many
possible implications within dod had led to the development of a multiple measuring method interview questionnaire statistical
records content analysis and tabulation of critical incidents to determine how management and unions have been effected by this
order all of the military services and the employee organizations dealing with dod activities were surveyed at the washington
level and also a questionnaire was sent to a random group of 110 military activities and their corresponding union locals
reliability and validity were established at 87 and 74 respectively the final results were plotted on an ordinal bipolar scale
with a positive correlation of 405 author

Economics of Defense Procurement, Shipbuilding Claims 1884
the war of june 1967 between israel and arab states was widely perceived as being forced on israel to prevent the annihilation
of its people by arab armies hovering on its borders documents now declassified by key governments question this view the uk
ussr france and the usa all knew that the arab states were not in attack mode and tried to dissuade israel from attacking in
later years this war was held up as a precedent allowing an attack on a state that is expected to attack it has even been used
to justify a pre emptive assault on a state expected to attack well in the future given the lack of evidence that it was waged
by israel in anticipation of an attack by arab states the 1967 war can no longer serve as such a precedent this book seeks to
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provide a corrective on the june 1967 war

Cyber Defense Mechanisms 1978
this first volume of a two volume set describes general aspects such as the historical view on the topic the role of
information distribution and preparedness of health care systems and preparedness in emergency cases part two describes and
discusseses in detail the pathogens and toxins that are potentially used for biological attacks as such the book is a valuable
resource for faculties engaged in molecular biology genetic engineering neurology biodefense biosafety biosecurity virology and
infectious disease programs as well as professional medical research organizations

Jefferson's manual. The Anas. Miscellaneous papers 2019-10-01
the 1940 ogdensburg agreement entrenched a formal defence relationship between canada and the united states but was canadian
sovereignty upheld sovereignty and command combines historical narrative with conceptual analysis of sovereignty command and
control systems military professionalism and civil military relations to document the sometimes fractious canada us continental
air defence relationship richard goette argues that a functional military transition from an air defence system based on
cooperation to one based on integrated and centralized command and control under norad allowed canada to retain command of its
forces and thus protect canadian sovereignty

Technical Abstract Bulletin 2019-04-05
this is a reader devoted to the life and writings of bartolomé de las casas 1485 1566 and the effects of his legacy on the age
of the encounter when europeans principally but not exclusively spaniards conquered the americas las casas is arguably the most
important figure of the encounter age after christopher columbus and las casas is well known to those who teach western
civilization various survey histories of spain and latin america and atlantic history he is known principally as the author of
the black legend as well as the protector of american indians he was one of the pioneers of the human rights movement and a
christian activist who invoked biblical scripture to interpret what was right and wrong in the great age of the encounter he
was also one of the first and most thorough chroniclers of the conquest and a biographer who saved the diary of columbus s
first voyage for posterity through his history of the indies for the journal of that voyage was lost he was also an innovator
in political theory and a proto ethnographer and his contributions in geography philosophy and literature are no less
significant that he was also crusty self righteous judgmental given to gross exaggerations and not a very loving christian adds
the very human dimension of failure to his character this reader provides the most wide ranging and concise anthology of las
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casas writings in translation ever made available it contains not only excerpts from his most well known texts but also his
writings on political philosophy and law which are largely unavailable many of these selections have never been translated into
english and they mostly address these under appreciated aspects of his thought as such this volume presents las casas as a more
comprehensive and systematic philosophical and legal thinker than he is given credit the introduction puts these writings into
a synthetic whole by biographically tracing his indigenous advocacy throughout his career

Nanotechnology in the Defense Industry 1991
this volume examines the thirty year transformation in american military thought and defence strategy that spanned from 1973
through 2003

In Defense Of Nato 1959
the european conference on computer and network defense draws contributions and participation both from academia and industry
and addresses security from multiple perspectives including state of the art research in computer network security intrusion
detection denial of service privacy protection security policies and incident response management the conference is organized
jointly by the institute of computer science of the foundation for research and technology hellas forth and the european
network and information security agency enisa

Defense at Low Force Levels 1984

National Defense Resources Conference 1994

History of the Office of the Secretary of Defense: The test of War, 1950-1953 1964

Post-Cold War Security Issues in the Asia-Pacific Region 2013
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The Impact of Executive Order 10988 on Labor Relations in the Defense Department 1968

The Six-Day War and Israeli Self-Defense 2019-03-30

Community Action for Civil Defense 1968

Defense Against Biological Attacks 2018-07-09

Community Action for Civil Defense: Leader's guide 2020

Sovereignty and Command in Canada–US Continental Air Defence, 1940–57 1984

Bartolomé de Las Casas and the Defense of Amerindian Rights 1998

History of the Office of the Secretary of Defense 1988

Defense Mapping Agency Nautical Charts and Publications Public Sale 2006-12-13

Air Warfare and Air Base Air Defense, 1914-1973 1968
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US Defence Strategy from Vietnam to Operation Iraqi Freedom 1994

Annual Department of Defense Bibliography of Logistics Studies and Related Documents
2010-06-09

Defense Mapping Agency Public Sale Nautical Charts and Publications

Proceedings of the 3rd European Conference on Computer Network Defense
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